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Bicycle parking facilities are an important part of the transport system and their design can make bicycle transport
more convenient. At a detailed level, the design of bicycle parking devices depends on how they relate to the bicycle's
properties. This research seeks to provide a more detailed understanding of the characteristics and fleet of bicycles to
inform better policy and practice. Set in Australia, an urbanised country aiming to increase a presently low bicycle
mode share, the results are potentially useful to other low bicycle mode share cultures. Visual analysis reveals that al-
though the relevant Australian standard describes a spatial envelope for bicycles, the envelope introduces a treatment
of bicycle geometry at odds with vehicle characteristics; namely the contradiction that the spatial envelope in the stan-
dard significantly over states the volume of a bicycle, while at the same time the handlebars of the bicycle are inade-
quately accommodated. A random sample of 180 parked bicycles in Australian urban environments provides a detailed
geometry database and shows that the Australian bicycle fleet is heterogeneous around clusters of geometry reflecting
industry standards, but does not match with the spatial envelope provided in the standard. Photographic observations
of these bicycles provide an insight into bicycle characteristics and parking behaviours, in particular revealing that
55% of the sample bicycleswere not equippedwith kick stands and thus depend on parking infrastructure for stability.
Evidence from the field suggests that some bicycle users are willing to park bicycles more closely than suggested in the
standard.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes a study undertaken in Australia aiming to deter-
mine characteristics of parked bicycles. The objective of this research is to
provide a detailed understanding of bicycle geometry and connect this
with the practice and culture of bicycle riding for transport, and in particu-
lar the necessary activity of parking a bicycle at the end of a trip. The focus
is on parking bicycles out of the home. The research aims to provide an ev-
idence base for the improvement of policy and practice and is based on the
policy concern for the adequacy of the bicycle parking standard in
Australia.

The modern bicycle can be defined as “a vehicle having two wheels in line
connected by a frame on which a rider can sit, pedal and steer so as to maintain
balance…” (Wilson, 2004 p.4). Bicycle transport is broadly recognised as a
potential solution to problems such as transport emissions, population
health, and the space allocated to transport in urban areas (Dutch Cycling
Embassy, 2018; World Health Organisation, 2014). In Australia, limited
national data are available but suggest a low bicycle mode share, with
only 5% of journeys to work being undertaken by active transport, com-
pared with 76% of the same journey type being by car (Bureau of
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, 2019 p. 262). Recent
data show that around 55% of Australian households own at least one
r Ltd. This is an open access articl
working bicycle, however many households own more than one bicycle
(AustRoads, 2019). Recognising the benefits of bicycle transport, govern-
ments in Australia are aiming to increase the mode share of bicycle trans-
port as are comparable large cities with lower than desired bicycle mode
share (City of Melbourne, 2019 p.9, City of Moreland, 2019 p.29, Mayor
of London, 2018 p.9). Taking a classical view of transport, consisting of ve-
hicles, ports and ways (Cooley, 1894), the manner in which bicycles are ac-
commodated at the beginning and end of trips (i.e. “ports”) is found to be a
key determinant of system performance as these end of trip port facilities
are necessary to accommodate vehicles and are subject to their own supply
and demand issues. This research is chiefly concerned with port facilities
outside the residential accommodation of the bicycle rider, such as places
of work, education, shopping and leisure. In order that the ports are usable
and efficient, the design of high-quality bicycle parking devices (BPDs) re-
quires a detailed understanding of bicycle geometry. Port facilities for bicy-
cles should be designed in a way that are easy to use, in order that some or
all of the benefits of bicycle riding for transport are realised. Policy in
Australia requires that bicycle parking devices adhere to the relevant stan-
dard, however no detailed basis is provided from which to develop
improved designs. This research shares internalist and contextualist per-
spectives (Bijker, 1997, p. 9–10); it aims to provide a detailed basis of bicy-
cle technology through geometric study and the establishment of a bicycle
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fleet sample while also engaging with the way bicycles are observed to be
used in the same setting.

2. Literature review

A brief literature review is provided in three parts. 2.1 is a descriptive
grounding in the characteristics of bicycles, and bicycle parking devices.
2.2 Engages with scholarly and technical documents on bicycle parking.
In 2.3, an artefact review is presented to complement written documenta-
tion and provide the readerwith an overview of the bicycle parking devices
commonly found in Australia and more broadly internationally.

2.1. Bicycles and bicycle parking devices

The bicycle is a ubiquitous vehicle. It is almost instantly recognisable
and can be found almost anywhere humans live. As a widespread and
recognisable vehicle, the bicycle can suffer from a lack of detailed analysis,
leading to consequences of the type studied in this research. Unlike other
vehicles such as cars and trams which have bodywork panels to conceal
much of their inner workings, the bicycle's parts and configuration are im-
mediately apparent to the viewer. As such, the basic characteristics of bicy-
cles are so visible as to not warrant much scholarly attention. This may
seem like a minor knowledge gap since it seems that everyone in the devel-
opedworld knowswhat a bicycle is, and yet if the detailed characteristics of
the vehicle evade attention and analysis we have a limited basis upon
which to frame research and policy. The bicycle has achieved something
of an enduring form, the “diamond-frame safety bicycle” (Hadland &
Lessing, 2014 p.xii). Summarising the detailed work of Wilson (2004, p.4,
123-310) in a parking context, the following key characteristics of bicycles
should be noted:

• They have “two wheels in line connected by a frame on which a rider can
sit, pedal and steer so as to maintain balance”.

• Bicycles are inherently unstable at rest. They require some form of sup-
port or will fall over.

• The widest part of a bicycle is typically the handlebars, which are also
often the highest point. Exceptions to this are generally caused by cargo.

• The narrowest part of a bicycle is the wheels and tyres, close to the ground.
• Bicycles are articulated – the front steering assembly can move indepen-
dently of the rear assembly about the axis of the head tube.

• Bicycles are optimised for travel, not rest. Parts such as handlebars and
pedals, and characteristics such as the steering assembly rotation, become
impediments to convenient parking when the user dismounts.

Detailed information regarding some elements of bicycle geometry is
provided by bicycle manufacturers, however this information is intended
to facilitate consumer selection of appropriate bicycles to match user
needs such as anatomical fit, comfort, and in the case of sports, recreation,
and extended duration journeys to create optimised biomechanical perfor-
mance. Published geometry also enables consumers to inform their selec-
tion of bicycles with particular, fine grained, dynamic characteristics such
as steering and trail (Wilson, 2004, p.263, 271). These objectives mean
thatmanufacturer information tends to focus on the geometry of the bicycle
frame, rather than the spatial characteristics of the bicycle, such as handle-
bar width. This information is broadly available from manufacturers and
has furthermore been compiled by bicycle enthusiasts motivated by
comparative analysis of geometry for sport cycling. Such compilations are
chiefly concerned with the geometry of individual bicycles and how the
geometry may relate to biomechanical performance, for example power
output, air resistance, and dynamic characteristics such as steering respon-
siveness (Geometry Geeks, 2020). They do not intend to provide a collec-
tion of the national or international fleet of bicycles.

2.2. Bicycle parking

This research focusses on bicycles with the aim to better understand
their geometry for the purposes of parking. In short, this work concerns
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stationary bicycles, and by contrast, most scholarly efforts on bicycle geom-
etry concern bicycles in motion; focussed on elite sports outcomes and
enhanced biomechanical performance of humans within the confines of
sporting governance rules.

In the Australian context, the key standard concerned in this work
is AS2890.3:2015 Parking Facilities Part 3: Bicycle Parking (Standards
Australia, 2015). When compared with the corresponding standard for
car parking AS2890.1:2004 Parking Facilities Part 1: Off-street car parking
(Standards Australia, 2004) the difference is stark. The car parking standard
recognises that motor vehicles have diverse shapes and sizes, and as such
provides geometric information about the expected sizes of cars including
analysis of the national fleet of cars and presentation of 85th and 99.8th
percentile geometry to enable the design of successful parking facilities.
The swept paths of vehicles are analysed to ensure that the access to car
parking spaces is convenient. Requirements for human access to the vehi-
cles are provided. AS2890.3 sets out a range of requirements to accommo-
date bicycles, and yet provides no geometric basis for what the designer of a
bicycle parking facility may expect to encounter, beyond a basic envelope
and an illustrative reference to “non-standard” bicycles. No specific sizes,
swept paths, nor fleet analysis are provided in a manner analogous to
AS2890.1.

Beyond the basic envelope provided for a “standard bicycle”, AS2890.3
also provides variations of this envelope to accommodate different types of
“non-standard” bicycles such as cargo bikes and those with a trailer at-
tached, with remarks describing variations such as manoeuvrability and
weight. The list of non-standard bicycles is informative, not exhaustive. No-
tably, there is no specific designation of what a standard bicycle is, and be-
yond the points covered above in Section 2.1 the literature contains few
specific mentions of bicycle characteristics beyond the very small amount
of bicycle science and design literature. While the bicycle is ubiquitous
and well recognised, there is no “standard bicycle”.

The London cycling design standard (Transport for London, 2016) sug-
gests that bicycle parking should be “fit for purpose, secure and well located”
however the only elaboration provided on “fit for purpose” is that a parking
devicemust accommodate “all types of cycle”. The London standard includes
some information on bicycle envelopes, suggesting only a partial envelope
of 1800 mm long and 650 mm wide – height is not described. The London
standard points out that “non-standard” cycles need to be accommodated
and some basic length and width dimensions are provided for these, for ex-
ample tricycles and cargo bikes. Similarly to AS2890.3 these examples are
illustrative but not exhaustive. When interrogating non-standard cycles
this standard states that the knowledge around these types of bicycle is for-
mative and more research is required (Transport for London, 2016, ch3,
p8). Despite characterising many vehicles as “non-standard”, description
of a “standard” bicycle remains an elusive concept.

Similar guidance from the North American city of Toronto engages
mostly with the requirements of site and placement rather than the specific
characteristics of the BPD, for example stating that such racks are “easy to
use” (City of Toronto, 2008 p3) but offering no specific expansion on how
this might be achieved. These aspects of urban design are important to
the function of bicycle parking however are outside the scope of the present
research.

Themanner in which bicycles are used formobility has been the subject
of renewed attention in recent decades as cities seek to materially respond
to the pressures of urban space, air quality and anthropogenic climate
change. This renewed attention has stimulated enquiry into the instrumen-
tal and affective qualities of bicycle transport, in particular the question of
why some cultures appear to choose the bicycle for more of their transport
task to others. While such research is not the subject of this paper, it is nev-
ertheless the context; on the whole, despite being highly urbanised, flat,
and clement, Australia is a low bicycle mode share country (BITRE,
2019). Oosterhuis (2019, p.96) describes such situations as part of an
“inhibiting vicious cycle” whereby the culture of low bicycle mode share
exists in symbiosis with a reluctance to improve the material provisions
for the mode, such as suitable vehicles, convenient ways or functional
ports. While a consensus exists on the value of bicycle parking to transport
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(Pucher et al., 2010; Heinen and Buehler, 2019) the specific details of what
might make a parking facility “good” for the task of parking a bicycle are
not a feature in the standards or literature. This difference is perhaps best
characterised by the theoretical approach of current research; studies in bi-
cycle parking tend to be framed from an urban design viewpoint, and pro-
vide value to urban design by suggesting that “the parking is safe, parking is
easy, free and guarded” (Van der Spek and Scheltema, 2015) however such
comments offer little to the industrial designer who is concerned with the
usability of the device, as distinct from the urban designer who may select,
specify and locate a BPD for the usability of a precinct. Both endeavours are
necessary for successful parking, however the standards and literature tend
to focus on urban design and infrastructure at a broader level than the gran-
ular level of industrial design. The problem that there are “relatively few
studies on the quality of parking” (Heinen and Buehler, 2019) is exacerbated
by the framing of bicycle parking quality as a matter of shelter, site and lo-
cation aspects, rather than the specific geometry of a bicycle and how com-
patible this may be with the variety of parking devices and techniques
found globally.

In contrast to this lack of specific detail on how the design of bicycle
parkingmay be improved to achieve “fitness for purpose” is an ongoing dis-
cussion in scholarly research around the culture of bicycle parking and how
practices represent, to an extent, the culture of a particular bicycle using
place. A study of Copenhagen identifies locking behaviours as a culmina-
tion of culture and technology. It finds that the use of bicycle racks is vari-
able based on the culture of locking in a place, the monetary or sentimental
value of the bicycle, duration of stay, and the available parking facilities
(Larsen, 2017). It also identifies with a key aspect of AS2890.3, that racks
which do not afford locking of the bicycle frame and wheels are not suffi-
cient to prevent theft; such BPDs are not compliantwith the Australian stan-
dard; Larsen's fieldwork in Copenhagen identifies this weakness in rack
designs which stand bicycles up and afford parking in close, ordered prox-
imity but do not provide fixing points for locking or “mooring” bicycles to
the rack, a type of which is shown in Fig. 3. Thus the connection between
these “port” facilities and the overall performance of the bicycle transport
mode are brought into focus, and yet we still have a poor understanding
Fig. 1. A bicycle parke
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of the manner in which a bicycle is parked and the dependent variable of
bicycle geometry.

2.3. Bicycle parking devices artefact review

A desktop and field search for bicycle parking devices revealed a variety
of strategies used to secure bicycles to parking devices for the specific pur-
poses of this study. Examples from outside Australia were also studied for
context and comparison.

To park a bicycle, the most prevalent strategy in Australia is leaning,
whereby an affordance is provided to the user to lean their bicycle and at
the same time securely lock it. This is most clearly demonstrated in the “bi-
cycle hoop” as shown in Fig. 1, which is typically 50 mm tubular stainless
steel and either bolted to the ground or installed in the pavement materials
as shown. Hoops are the dominant type of bicycle parking device in
Australia and are common throughout the developed world but notably
less common as a basic bicycle parking device in the Netherlands.

Other common, but far less dominant strategies for BPD design include
crush-fitting a bicycle tyre into a rigid slot, whereby the front wheel is held
captive and both tyres remain in contact with the ground. The crush fit is a
notable strategy because of its apparent roll-in, roll-out user experience, but
is also difficult to design as a working device if a large deviation in tyre ge-
ometry is evident. At present the tyre geometry variation is undocumented
with reference to BPD design, and forms part of this research.

Systems which hang bicycles are also widely deployed in Australia, al-
though mainly in private parking facilities such as workplaces, or secure
public facilities which users must have an account to use, thus affording a
greater level of security. Owing to their inherent access limitations, bicycles
in these devices were not part of the present study.

Field work in advanced bicycle cities in the Netherlands and Denmark
reveals that hoops are far less common. High-density parking tends to be
of a specific double-deck rack design which holds the bicycle captive via
the wheels and tyres, medium density parking similarly captures the front
tyre depending on gravity to hold the bike captive by restricting front
wheel steering motions and rotation. Low density parking was observed
d using a “hoop”.



Table 1
Data collection characteristics and types for the random sample.

Characteristic Data type

1. Manufacturer (if available) Text
2. Model (if available) Text
3. Type (as per AS2890.3) Text
4. Size (as shown on frame if available) As per convention, E.G. s/m/l, cm,

or inches.
5. Wheel type (as noted on tyre sidewall) Name convention
6. Tyre outside diameter MM
7. Wheel inside diameter MM
8. Wheelbase MM
9. Tyre width (widest points) MM
10. Handlebar width MM
11. Handlebar height (from ground to highest
point)

MM

12. Overall length (calculated from wheelbase
+ wheel outside diameter)

MM

13. Remarks (useful information for BPD
development)

Text

14. Location measured (where the bike was) Place name E.G. street or suburb
reference.

15. Photograph (to allow further examination if
needs arise)

Digital photograph with geotag,
time and date metadata.
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to be created through no, or very little infrastructure beyond simply provid-
ing space. Parking bicycles in these three contexts is made possible through
two important differences when comparing Australian and Dutch bicycle
parking: firstly that kick-stands are a common feature on Dutch bicycles,
secondly that there is a standard for maximum handlebar width in the
Netherlands which provides a basis for optimal lateral spacing of bicycles.

In summary, although an abundance of information is available on the
specific geometry of individual bicycles, and of the characteristics of
key components such as tyre thickness, there is no understanding of
Australia's national fleet of bicycles and what the designer of a BPD may
reasonably be expected to accommodate. The lack of instrumental detail
is linked to the affective problem of how bicycles may increasingly be
used for transport.

It is important to note that beyond specific BPDs such as those above,
the urban environment offers many affordances for parking and locking a
bicycle which are not formal BPDs. With this in mind, the urban environ-
ment offering of bicycle parking is difficult to quantify because it is so
much larger than the availability of formal BPDs and the extent to which
a parking space for a bicycle is “available” is a matter of interpretation for
the user. For example, a bicycle rider who is running late for an appoint-
ment may choose to park their bicycle at a location very close to their des-
tination but that causes a larger degree of inconvenience to pedestrians
than the bicycle rider would otherwise be willing to create. Lamp posts,
trees, handrails and seating all offer varying degrees of convenience and se-
curity to the parking bicycle rider; while at the same time causing varying
degrees of inconvenience and occlusion to other users of the urban
environment.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Materials and
methods are set out in Section 3, results in Section 4. The implications of
the data are drawn out in the discussion in Section 5 and conclusions pro-
vided in Section 6.
Table 2
Geographical distribution of the random sample.

Location Bikes in sample

Melbourne 100
Canberra 55
Sydney 15
Darwin 10
3. Materials and methods

Two methods are used to carry out this research. Preliminary work in-
volved visual analysis as a means to compare the standard with bicycle ve-
hicle characteristics. This was used to determine elements for random
sampling of the Australian bicycle fleet. In turn, the geometry from the ran-
dom samplewill be represented in the visual analysis to assist in reading the
data.

The research approaches bicycle geometry through industrial design.
Such an approach blends technical and cultural aspects of the subject to
give equal weight to concerns of technology – the things that are – and cul-
ture – how they are perceived and used (Coxon et al., 2018). Visual analysis
is an observation and comparison method which provides a basic under-
standing of the subject matter. In this research it is used to analyse the dif-
ference between the bicycle and the rectangular prism used to describe its
envelope in AS2890.3. Visual analysis is an example of a “designerly way
of knowing” (Cross, 2001) in that it pertains to the design of things and
how they are interpreted in our world. In this research, visual analysis
was used to compare the physical characteristics of bicycles with how
these same characteristics are represented in the relevant standard for
parking.

The visual analysis informs the second part of this research. Inherent ve-
hicle characteristics evident in the visual analysis were combined with ob-
served contact points between bicycle and parking device to compile a
basic set of vehicle characteristics upon which the main body of research
could be based, described in Table 1.

To collect a representative sample of Australian bicycles a random sam-
ple method was used. Resources limited this method to several urban cen-
tres in Australia in which Melbourne dominated. The random sample
collected geometric data of bicycles parked in the public realm in urban ac-
tivity centres such as railway stations and shopping precincts. The bicycles
weremeasured using a tapemeasure and recordedwith a photograph. Data
are empirical, collected by the research team in the field.
4

A benefit of the bicycle is the ability to legally park inmany places using
a variety of elements found in the urban environment beyond specific BPDs.
This versatility and flexibility also mean that specific “parking lots” don't
exist beyond small clusters of hoops at destinations such as railway stations,
shopping centres and education campuses. Since the objective of this study
is to develop information around bicycles, the places and type of BPDs upon
which the study's bicycles are parked are of secondary importance to the
survey. One impact of BPD design on the sample is that the sample does
not include bicycles from secure BPDs, however this is more a factor of
the access to a BPD facility, such as at a workplace, rather than the fine-
grained geometry of the BPD itself. A useful differentiation here is made be-
tween the BPD, and the overarching “facility” in which BPDs are deployed.

The random sample method relies on the equal probability of any part
of the fleet of bicycles being part of the sample. The collection was taken
from bicycles parked in the area of study, and once an area was defined
no bicycles were skipped, in an attempt to eliminate sample bias, for exam-
ple through the difficulty of measuring a bicycle when densely parked with
others. The sample could not include secure facilities, creating an expected
bias towards less valuable bicycles. Measurements were taken to the
nearest millimetre, however a tolerance of 5 mm is suggested owing to par-
allax error in the field caused, for example, by projecting tangent lines from
a tyre cross-section. Height measurements were taken from the ground
plane on which the bicycle was standing, with the bicycle being made ver-
tical prior to measurement.

Field collection of the sample is carried out in urban “destination”
points of trips, characterised by being non-residential urban and suburban
centres such as railway stations, shopping areas, and universities. A notable
difference between bicycle and car parking in Australia is that owing to the
smaller size of bicycles and relatively lowmode share, many parking provi-
sions are provided in close proximity to destinations rather than in large
“parking lots” located further away. Maps of the sample collection areas
are provided in Section 4.



Table 4
Descriptive statistics of new data points, all figures in millimetres.

Point Min Max Average Median St. dev 95th %ile

Wheel OD 480 745 673 680 40 715
Wheel ID 355 690 568 585 49 610
Tyre width 20 60 38 35 11 55

OD: Outside Diameter.
ID: Inside Diameter.

Table 3
Comparison of spatial envelope fromAS2890.3 and the 95th percentile values from
the random sample.

Case Width Height Length

AS2890.3 500a 1200 1800
95th percentile 690 1163 1840

a Note that AS2890.3 expects handlebars to protrude beyond the 500 mm width
envelope.
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Market analysis of the type and quantity of bicycles sold in Australia
could provide an alternative data set to a random sample. The decision
was taken to use field work to collect the data based on it being representa-
tive of what bicycles are being used and parked in urban situations. Market
analysis would provide an understanding of what bicycles were being sold,
and how many, but would not provide fine grained geometry of accuracy
because users can modify their bicycles after purchase, for example by
adding accessories or replacing worn out tyres. Further to this, because
Australian bicycle culture is one of sport, a proportion of bicycles sold are
not used for transport. They are ridden, but not often parked in urban situ-
ations and so may skew the data towards specifications that are unusual in
practice. An example of this is the trend towards very wide handlebars in
sports mountain bikes exceeding 800 mm in some cases.

Descriptive statistics are used to determine characteristics of the sample
including both the basic envelope from the bicycle parking standard and
Fig. 2. Low density, short term parking in the Neth
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several newmeasurement categories. A 95th percentile bicycle is generated
from the data and compared to the spatial envelope from the bicycle
parking standard.

4. Results

4.1. Visual analysis

Both car and bicycle parking standards provide a geometric basis for the
vehicle. The car parking standard shows a plan-view of vehicle size for
99.8th and 85th percentile vehicles, an analysis of the swept-path created
by this geometry, and allowances for spatial changes when moving
parts are operated – in the case of a car this pertains to opening doors.
Conversely, the bicycle standard provides a three-dimensional spatial enve-
lope in the form of a rectangular prism. The dimensions of this prism are
1800 mm, 1200 mm, and 500 mm; they are dealt with in the random sam-
ple results. The standard provides for the expectation that handlebars are
expected to protrude beyond the prism. No allowance is made for moving
parts, for example how the rotation of the front steering assembly affects
the spatial envelope of the bicycle.

Visual analysis of the bicycle and rectangular prism revealed the follow-
ing four findings as shown in Fig. 5. First, that the prism encloses much of,
or all, the bicycle's volume. As no indication is given in the standard this is
inferred to be the purpose of the prism and does provide a maximum enve-
lope and therefore an understanding of the possible extents of a bicycle.
Second, within these extents the visual analysis reveals a great deal of
empty volume. Unlike a car, a bicycle is less a solid whole and more a col-
lection of minor volumes with many smaller protuberant volumes. Third,
the bicycle is inherently unstable at rest because the wheels are in the
same vertical plane about the vehicle's centreline, which is also at odds
with the rectangular prism description – it suggests static stability resting
on one face as are the inherent qualities of a rectangular prism. Fourth,
the bicycle standard does not identify moving parts of the vehicle which
can impact this spatial envelope, namely the rotation of the front assembly
about the head-tube. The policy significance of these findings are set out in
the Discussion.
erlands. Note the dependence on kick-stands.



Fig. 3.Mediumdensitywheel-locating parking in theNetherlands. This common treatment does not crush-fit the tyre but relies on gravity to hold thewheel in place. Note the
use of vertical offset to disentangle handlebars.
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A contradiction is evident in these results. The bicycle spacing envelope
is at once too small, with the standard noting that handlebars are expected
to protrude beyond the prism; and too large,with a great deal of the volume
inside the envelope being empty. This leads to a duality of problems in prac-
tice; that BPDs compliant with this standardwill be apt to space bicycles out
Fig. 4. High density do
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more than necessary while at the same time potentially not accommodate
true bicycle geometry such as handlebars.

Of note at this point is a comparison between cars and bicycles. Cars are
almost exclusively four-wheeled vehicles and are therefore inherently
stable. When parked, cars are required to be fixed: in Victoria, Australia,
uble deck parking.
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Road Rule 213(2) (Road Safety Act, 1986) requires that the parking brake is
applied, or the vehicle is otherwise secured from movement when parked.
Conversely, bicycles are almost exclusively two-wheeled and are effectively
unbraked when parked.

The visual analysis was compared with the requirements of AS2890.3.
The standard requires a BPD to provide an ability to hold a bike stationary,
afford locking and provide a reasonable spatial allowance for users. There
are many conceivable ways in which these requirements could be met,
which depend in varyingways on the geometry and specification character-
istics of bicycles. The manner in which a bicycle is parked can be as simple
as a hoop against which the bicycle leans, however the spacing, diameters,
Fig. 5. Visual analysis of bicycle a
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and thicknesses of wheels and tyres would add opportunities for securing
bicycles in other ways. For example, wheelbase, overall length, and wheel
diameters all play a role in determining the usability of BPDs which rely
on hanging. Infinite variations can be speculated upon, but owing to the
practical aims of this research, a judgement was made in the interpretation
of the visual analysis to arrive at a set of geometry and characteristics to be
recorded in the field work as follows:

1. Manufacturer (if available)
2. Model (if available)
3. Type (as per AS2890.3)
nd envelope from AS2890.3.
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4. Size (as shown on frame if available)
5. Wheel type (as noted on tyre sidewall)
6. Tyre outside diameter
7. Wheel inside diameter
8. Wheelbase
9. Tyre width (widest points)

10. Handlebar width
11. Handlebar height (from ground to highest point)
12. Overall length (calculated from wheelbase + wheel outside diameter)
13. Remarks (useful information for BPD development)
Fig. 6. Sample areas in Canberra highlighted in red. These areas are the distributed
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14. Location measured (where the bike was)
15. Photograph (to allow further examination if needs arise)

4.2. Random sample

A random sample of 180 bicycleswas collected and the dataset has been
made publicly available through a permanent internet address (Napper,
2020). Geographical distribution of the random sample locations are
shown in Table 2 and maps of these areas are provided for indicative
purposes in Figs. 6 to 9.
“downtowns” of the three Northern satellites of which Canberra is comprised.



Fig. 7. Sample areas in Darwin highlighted in red.
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Readers are referred to the dataset for complete numerical values. All
measurements are made in millimetres. Key results are provided in basic
descriptive statistics from the random sample of overall length, height
and width of bicycles.

Although clusters are evident in somemeasurements, for examplewheel
diameters, these are still quite variedwhenwe consider that they are subject
to a fairly small range of industry standards. The average overall length is
1730 mm, median 1735 mm and standard deviation 75 mm. 2200 mm
was the longest bike and 1480 mm the shortest. Owing to the conventional
composition of the bicycles in the sample, the handlebar height is used as a
proxy for overall height. A notable and common exception to this is when a
child seat is mounted on the bicycle. The average bicycle height is
1045mm, median 1040mmwith standard deviation 64mm. The tallest bi-
cycle was 1200 mm and the shortest 910 mm. Handlebars are also the wid-
est part of the bicycle, and are used as an indication of maximum, but not
whole vehicle, width. The average width is 599 mm, median 612 mm and
standard deviation 72 mm. The widest bike handlebars found are 800 mm
and the narrowest 390 mm. These data are shown graphically in Figs. 10
and 11, using overall length as a baseline. The three data points indicating
the spatial envelope from AS2890.3 are shown for reference.

4.3. Random sample - interpretation

The random sample results are interpreted in twoways. Firstly, they are
compared to the spatial envelope provided in AS2890.3. Secondly, new
data are interpreted.

The sample data show a tendency to cluster, which is not surprising
given two factors by which bicycle geometry are determined: human an-
thropometrics and bicycle manufacturing standards. The bicycles studied
9

were not locked at schools, and as such are broadly reflective of adult, or
at least older adolescent users. The bicycle manufacturing industry presents
a variety of quasi-standards which are represented in the sample. The term
quasi-standard is used here to distinguish between these and actual stan-
dards imposed by some authority. By manufacturing to obdurate dimen-
sions a manufacturer can ensure inter-operability between components
from other manufacturers and also streamline their manufacturing by not
needing to make many variants of functionally similar products. The path
of innovation in bicycle design history demonstrates a variable obduracy
depending on the impact of change. For example the dimensions of chain
drives are very firmly established in one dimension, with only chain
width being substantially manipulated. Wheel sizes appear to cling to
some established norms, however considerable variability can be achieved
through tyres. Handlebar shapes are also highly variable, countered by
their cross section as nearly always circular, and of a small range of diame-
ters (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). In all, we can observe that some of these
obdurate conventions change slowly over time, however even these
changes are usually within a narrow band.

No one bicycle compares well to AS2890.3, nor should it be expected to,
since the spatial envelope provided by the standard is a guide rather than a
specific bicycle. The generation of a 95th percentile bicycle may provide a
basis for comparison, shown in Table 3.

The comparison reveals a reasonable similarity between height and
length, however the width of 690 mm is 38% greater than the 500 mm
width from the standard. Even accounting for the expectation that handle-
bars will protrude beyond 500mm, this is still a large discrepancy whenwe
consider that in practical application the handlebars are highly likely to get
in the way of a user and could be an important determinant of useability
when considering high-density parking.
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The random sample collected data on several new points of bicycle ge-
ometry in order to facilitate better design of BPDs. In particular, the new
data should provide a better understanding of wheel and tyre geometry
which can be used to provide captive designs – those relying on gravity,
crush-fitting tyres into apertures, or configurations of hooks to hold bicycles
securely from undesired motion. Descriptive statistics of these new points
are provided in Table 4 and tyre data are illustrated in Fig. 12.

Variation in wheel sizes are clustered around industry quasi-standards
of wheels such as 20 in. and 700c. For BPD design, results suggest that
wheels need to be carefully considered as the width and outside diameter
are not correlated; some of the smallest diameters are the widest and some-
times the reverse. Emergent standards such as “29 plus” and “Fatbike”
wheel and tyre combinations were not found in the random sample but
are known to exist.

Photographs captured ofmost bicycles (n=160) in the sample indicate
other broad characteristics. As noted in the Introduction, the majority of bi-
cycles are two-wheeled vehicles and are as such inherently unstable at rest.
The provision of a kick-stand enables the bicycle to become relatively more
stable when parked, and also prevents the bicycle from rolling away to
some extent. However not all bicycles are equipped with kick-stands. In
the marketplace, some bicycles are supplied with kick-stands, and if this
is not the case, users can see to the installation of one on most bicycles.
Analysis of the photographs collected in the field shows that 72, or 45%
of bicycles in the sample had kick stands. The remaining 55% thus depend
to some extent on parking infrastructure if they are to be parked upright.

Field work also reveals how bicycles are parked. There are various
views on the moral nature of parking a bicycle in a non-designated space,
and accordingly a variety of names. “Opportunistic” and “informal” are
terms used in practice in Australia, with other examples from the literature
being “fly”, “illegal” and “wild” (Heinen and Buehler, 2019). The behav-
iour of fly parking was expected to be encountered – for example where a
Fig. 8. Sample areas in Melbourne highlighted in red. Circles shown for clarity
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user employs another piece of urban infrastructure such as a tree or hand-
rail as a BPD. 68%of bicycles photographedwere parked using a BPD, how-
ever this percentage is not intended to provide general guidance as it was
observed to be highly dependent on the supply and demand of BPDs. Fly
parked bicycles were observed in all settings, whether BPDs were provided
or not, although where BPDs were provided they were commonly utilised.
It would seem that some users have reasons for not using a BPD, for exam-
ple the BPD in question may have been full when they arrived and so that
user sought alternative parking on a tree. Bicycles which were not parked
onBPDs tended to rely on otherfixed infrastructure for leaning and locking,
although a small number of bicycles were parked using kick stands and not
locked to anything, but rather locked in a manner which prevents riding.
This is analogous to the low-density Dutch parking behaviour shown in
Fig. 2, with the important distinction being that in the Australian example
there is no designation of a space as a bicycle parking area. It is also impor-
tant to note that while many Dutch bicycles are equipped with kick stands,
the stand is not used when these bicycles are parked in captive-style racks
such as the medium and high density style racks shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
A version of fly parking was frequently observed in the field where bicycles
had been locked in close proximity to other bicycles, far closer together
than the spacing required by the bicycle parking standard. Examples of
this are shown below in Fig. 13.

Results were also interpreted into two drawings representing possible
95th percentile bicycles in order to provide a more detailed basis for BPD
development. One is based on a mountain bike and another a derivative
of a road bike. The drawings are shown below in Fig. 14.

5. Discussion

Results from the visual analysis reveal potential improvements for the
bicycle parking standard. While the aim to make the standard as simple
. In addition to the CBD, each other sample area was a local activity area.



Fig. 9. Sample areas in Sydney highlighted in red.
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as possible is useful, the conceptualisation of a bicycle as a rectangular
prism invites erroneous treatment of inherent bicycle characteristics by
1) enclosing some, but not all extents of bicycle geometry; 2) enclosing a
significant proportion of empty volume; 3) misrepresenting the static
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stability of a bicycle and; 4) oversimplifying themoving parts of the bicycle.
These shortcomings are not in line with the policy position of standards
which are intended to maintain appropriate levels of quality and consis-
tency (Standards Australia, 2020).
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Interestingly, the fleet analysis of cars is not carried over into corre-
sponding information on bicycles, nor is moving part or swept-path analy-
sis. Both are avenues for further research that would benefit the design and
deployment of BPDs as well as other bicycle infrastructure. It could inform
research on the relationship between a person's propensity to use a bicycle
for transport as the bicycle is the tool which sits between infrastructure and
the user.

This research developed a preliminary understanding of Australia's bi-
cycle fleet. If the sample is interpreted to be broadly representative, it illus-
trates a varied fleet with clusters of characteristics around key variables
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such as wheel sizes which are determined largely by industry norms.
AS2890.3makes reference to a “standard bicycle” however no such vehicle
was found in this study nor in the literature. Use of the term “standard” in a
ratified standard such as AS2890.3 could be misleading and should be a
consideration for change, lest practitioners go searching for a standard bicy-
cle upon which to base their designs. The fleet of bicycles consists of a var-
iable range of sizes and configurations around an obdurate model of the
rear wheel drive safety bicycle; but with variations including recumbent,
cargo and three-wheeled machines. A useful parallel to this fleet would
be the anthropometric data collected on the population of humans – no
00 500 600 700 800
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idth in Millimetres of sample bicycles.
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“standard human” exists. The Australian fleet of bicycles appears to be
more varied in size and type than higher bicycle mode share places such
as the Netherlands, a factor which can inform the transfer of technology
and practice from high to low modeshare places.

The heterogeneous nature of the sample bicycle geometry does not com-
pare well with the information provided in AS2890.3. While height and
length values in the standard fall reasonably close to the fleet, they are
still singular points in an otherwise variable range. Of particular note is han-
dlebar widthwhichwas found to be the most variable dimension and raises
Fig. 13. Examples of bicycles
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two parts of the standardwhich do not accordwith the sample. Firstly, han-
dlebar width can be less, or significantly more than 500 mm indicated in
the standard. The handlebar finding is significant because it is themost var-
iable dimension in the sample and impacts BPD usability to a large extent in
the field. Secondly, reinforced by the visual analysis, while the handlebars
are commonly the widest part of the vehicle the remaining physical form of
the bicycle is significantly narrower. The rectangular prism is at once
too wide and too narrow to adequately describe the physical forms in
the Australian fleet of bicycles. The treatment of bicycle geometry is
parked in close proximity.
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rudimentary and may be preventing the development of more spatially ef-
ficient or usable BPDs. Drawings have been prepared to illustrate two pos-
sible 95th percentile bicycles.

Bicycles without kick stands depend on infrastructure rather than being
self-sufficient. A topic for further research could be to examine how fit the
national fleet of bicycles is for transport purposes, especially in the
Australian context where it is observed that more people engage in leisure,
than utility, bicycle riding (AustRoads, 2019). Such research could consider
the various forms of bicycle use, for example sport, leisure and the various
versions of utility bicycle riding. It may be of interest to various levels of
government who have policy objectives of increasing bicycle mode share
for transport, but aim to engage a fleet of sports vehicles to do so.

Analysis of the photographs revealed that 68% of the bicycles in the
sample were parked on BPDs. This raises questions of the availability of bi-
cycle parking in urban areas, but also the associated question of suitability.
Photographs indicate that where a BPD is provided, it gets used, but does
not guarantee the eradication of fly parking. It would appear that some
Fig. 14. Representative 95th percentile bicycles showing detail f
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users in some situations find some value in fly parking. More investigation
could reveal the affective and instrumental forces at play in this decision
making; for example what does as user do if a BPD is full, too far from the
bicycle rider's final destination, or not deemed secure enough?

Following on from the above, the observation of bicycles being parked
close together demonstrates that someusers arewilling to forego the usabil-
ity benefits of spatial separation extolled by AS2890.3. It may also demon-
strate the use of the empty volume found in the visual analysis – that
bicycles can, under certain conditions, be conveniently parked closely to-
gether; an inference reinforced by the closer parking of bicycles in more
mature bicycling cultures. A hypothesis emerges as to how a BPD user con-
structs “convenience” – is it at the level of BPD interactions, or is it more
broadly about the end of trip activities? It is also noteworthy that while
the design of a BPD may be compliant with the standard, it is a simple mat-
ter for a user to park a bicycle in a way that does not comply. It is speculated
that an Australian urban user may trade-off the convenience of spatial sep-
aration from other bicycles against other convenience or safety factors such
rom random sample. Illustration prepared by Derek Gurban.
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as the desire to park a bicycle closer to their final destination, in a sheltered
or more secure location. If bicycle riding is to bemademore attractive as an
alternative to the car in Australia, this suggests an area of further research.

Limitations of this work are noted as follows. Themain limitation of this
work is the sample size. Although results are strongly clustered around a
fairly narrow band of bicycle geometry, a larger sample may reveal more
outliers to the data currently collected. This could validate the current sam-
ple or enrich our understanding of the national bicycle fleet. A second lim-
itation is that the sample is biased towards large trip generating areas such
as downtowns and railway stations so it is expected that the sample of bicy-
cles used for transport in the sample belong mainly to adult users. If ethics
permission were obtained it would be interesting to include schools in the
sample as this may lead to the collection of a more diverse set of bicycles
such as children's and cargo/passenger bikes. Subsets of the sample were
collected in places of similar character, spread across four Australian cities.
Increased sample size and a different analysis could reveal regional differ-
ences and more fine-grained information on the types of bicycles used for
mobility in the urban environment. Despite the data showing strong clus-
ters of values, they should be interpreted with caution when using the
data to represent the Australian fleet of bicycles as they offer an initial un-
derstanding of the fleet of bicycles and broad characteristics.

This research provides an understanding of somebasic bicycle geometry
for the development of BPDs. It presents new information upon which to
design a device which may for example exploit particular ranges of bicycle
geometry. In determining this data, some behavioural characteristics of bi-
cycle parking have been observed, especially those concerning fly parking
on urban elements other than BPDs, and associated questions of supply
and demand. These, along with more data on bicycle geometry from
other places, and an increased sample size, are identified as avenues for fur-
ther researchwhichwould aid the design of BPDs as well as the deployment
of BPDs by urban designers.

6. Conclusion

Statistically (BITRE, 2019) and culturally (Oosterhuis in Männisto-
Funk and Myllyntaus, 2019) there is little doubt as to the current dom-
inance of the automobile in Australian transport. Nevertheless, there
is an opportunity to enhance our knowledge of sustainable modes.
This research has generated a novel understanding of Australia's bicycle
fleet by means of visual analysis and random sample. The visual analysis
revealed simple, yet significant differences between the characteristics
of bicycles and how they are represented in the Australian standard, in
particular that representing a bicycle as a rectangular prism over-
represents the vehicle volume, under-represents handlebar width and
to a lesser extent vehicle length, mischaracterises static stability and
does not describe moving parts.

A random sample of 180 bicycles reveals a heterogeneous fleet of bicy-
cles in Australia with geometry clustered around industry trends and bicy-
clefit for an adult population of riders. The data provides a novel geometric
basis for the design of bicycle parking devices and bicycle infrastructure in
general. In particular, the sample shows that while the 95th percentile bicy-
cle is close to the envelope in height and length, the width of handlebars
which was found to exceed the indicative value of 500 mm by 38%. The
provision of only basic bicycle geometry may limit the improvement of
port facilities for bicycle transport, especially when comparing the level
of detail provided for the development of car parking facilities. Illustrations
describing two possible configurations of 95th percentile bicycle were de-
veloped. Field work also revealed user behaviour contrary to contentions
in the standard around bicycle spacing and usability. The research reveals
15
limitations in our knowledge of bicycles as vehicles and the manner in
which they are used for transport.
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